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Reach your goals with our calibration capabilities
Remain compliant and minimize risk! With Endress+Hauser at your side, you no longer have to worry about 
calibration quality. Based on decades of experience, our technicians bring the highest level of quality and 
know-how to every calibration.Thanks to our time-tested global practices

“We help you focus on producing higher quality products at a lower 
cost. To reach this goal, we provide a global calibration program, 
standardized for both on-site and laboratory calibration.”

Kyle Shipps
Calibration Manager, Endress+Hauser USA

Your right partner for calibration On-site CalibrationDecades of calibration experience

We help you improve business continuity

Calibration capabilities    Asset management capabilities    Supply chain capabilities    Terminal management capabilities

  

http://bit.ly/2zeeBCU


 Your right partner for calibration    Decade of calibration experience    On-site calibration

Proven calibration competencies help you meet compliance challenges without breaking a sweat.

We help you improve business continuity

Benefit from a partner who provides a global calibration management 
system and offers best-in-class calibration services close to you.

Complete peace of mind with the right calibration partner

Your right partner for calibration

Our calibration management program enables us to deliver top quality 
for each and every calibration we perform. The program includes 
harmonized global technician training programs for metrology and 
calibration, an ISO 17025 calibration management accreditation 
framework, a qualification management system and more.The end 
result,unrivaled calibration competence, which we assess annually 
through a proficiency testing program that includes internal audits and
intercompany comparisons

With an increasing number of ISO17025 accreditations covering both 
fixed and mobile laboratories, our ability to deliver quality results in the lab 
or onsite are fully proven and externally validated. This means you no 
longer have to worry about  calibration quality, traceability, standard 
meters' compliance or measurement inaccuracy. This translates to a safer, 
more efficient plant.

http://bit.ly/2KPkNCD


 Your right partner for calibration    Decade of calibration experience    On-site calibration

Time-tested global practices are the key to consistency and quality

We help you improve business continuity

Decades of calibration experience applied in your plant

Benefit from a partner who provides a global calibration management 
system and offers best-in-class calibration services close to you. In particular, 
we offer a unique on‐site flow calibration service.

Developed based on decades of calibration experience in the most 
demanding industries across more than 50 countries, our global 
calibration standards allow our technicians to bring the highest level of 
quality and a wealth of know-how to every calibration. By applying our 
SOPs and metrologically qualified master meters, each and every 
Endress+Hauser calibration specialist is able to perform activities in a 
consistent way, at your site or within our network of accredited
laboratories.

Standardized Endress+Hauser calibration certificates provide a clear 
data of each calibration performed including traceability details, 
standard meters' compliance and metrological performance. All findings 
are documented, so when necessary, corrective actions can be initiated. 
Endress+Hauser's calibrationservices keep your devices and processes 
in spec and prepare you for quality and compliance audits.

Decades of calibration experience

http://bit.ly/2IUOhgv


 Your right partner for calibration    Decade of calibration experience    On-site calibration

Offering on-site flow calibration & calibration of other Endress+Hauser instruments

We help you improve business continuity

On-site calibration services to suit your business needs!

Learn more by watching the video below!

In addition to flow meter calibration, Endress+Hauser also offer 
metrology calibration of other instrument parameters. Our calibrations 
are performed to the highest calibration standards. 

Our Other instrument parameters that we provide calibration services 
for include  :     •    Pressure

•    Temperature
•     Level
•     Analysis such as pH, ORP, conductivity and etc…!

Our scope of calibration

•  Direct communication with service engineers performing calibrations 
    and/or adjustments
•  Calibrations performed instantly and executed close to operating 
    conditions
•  Operable and manageable by a single person and can be used both 
     internally and externally on-site
•  Short calibration time increases availability of devices for the process
•  Suitable for in-line and off-line liquid calibration of multiple meter types 
    i.e. electromagnetic, coriolis, vortex, mechanical etc.

BenefitsCalibration ensures that instrument measurement is accurate and can 
help reduce overall business costs by minimizing quality fluctuations and 
associatedcosts. Endress+Hauser is now offering on-site flow meter 
calibration services as well as calibration of other instruments, including 
pressure and temperature. 



Reach your goals with our Asset management capabilities
Remain compliant and minimize risk! With Endress+Hauser at your side, you no longer have to worry about 
calibration quality. Based on decades of experience, our technicians bring the highest level of quality and 
know-how to every calibration.Thanks to our time-tested global practices

We help you improve business continuity

“We enable you to make right maintenance management 
decisions. To reach your objectives, we make sure asset information 
is properly collected and enriched with the knowledge of our
consultants.”

Marco van Veen
Maintenance Consultant, Endress+Hauser Netherlands

Gain insight into your installed base 

Calibration capabilities    Asset management capabilities    Supply chain capabilities    Terminal management capabilities

http://bit.ly/2IUOhgv




Gain detailed insight into your installed base and recommendations to comply with requirements

We help you improve business continuity

Reduce costs without increasing risks or losing compliance

Gain insight into your installed base    

Endress+Hauser consultants help you get a comprehensive view of your 
installedbase and give insights to improve process availability and 
minimize the risk of downtime. Collecting instrument data using 
mobile apps is the first step. This data is then filed into a database 
with 24/7 online access. Based on safety, quality and identification, 
obsolescence risks and migration priorities are identified and recommendations 
for device replacement are specified quickly.

Gain insight into your installed bases

Our consultants can help you improve your installed base maintenance 
while keeping your processes in complianceThey will help  reduce its 
complexity through standardization, recommend the relevant calibration 
intervals and methods for each technology according to its criticality. We 
also help digitalize your plant by offering appropriate solutions to integrate 
devices into an IIoT environment, which enables you to quickly provide 
valuable information to the right people.

Endress+Hauser offers unique expertise regarding maintenance and 
calibration of your assets. Our expertise arises from more than 60-years 
of experience in instrumentation across a variety of industries. Our 
dedicated experts are located all over the world to better provide you with 
relevant analysis of your installed base and recommendations to maintain 
compliance.

Our consultants can help you improve your installed base maintenance 
while keeping your processes in complianceThey will help  reduce its 
complexity through standardization, recommend the relevant calibration 
intervals and methods for each technology according to its criticality. We 
also help digitalize your plant by offering appropriate solutions to integrate 
devices into an IIoT environment, which enables you to quickly provide 
valuable information to the right people.

Endress+Hauser offers unique expertise regarding maintenance and 
calibration of your assets. Our expertise arises from more than 60-years 
of experience in instrumentation across a variety of industries. Our 
dedicated experts are located all over the world to better provide you with 
relevant analysis of your installed base and recommendations to maintain 
compliance.

http://bit.ly/2u5fKqx


Reach your goals with our supply chain capabilities

We help you improve business continuity

Supply chain solutions Supply chain optimization

“We help you gain consistency and reliable information to make
 effective decisions in inventory management. Therefore, our 
approach focusses on business interaction and the entire lifecycle.”

Obtain continuous workflows and streamline processes! With our supply chain solutions, you can look 
forward to optimized and more reliable planning and execution throughout your entire business enterprise. 
A quick and efficient response to variations in the supply chain is just one result of anoptimized supply and 
value chain. Check out the following pages.

Warren Galbraith
Business Process Consultant for Supply Chain , Endress+Hauser 
AG Switzerland

 

Calibration capabilities    Asset management capabilities    Supply chain capabilities    Terminal management capabilities

http://bit.ly/2MRe6Aw




Choice of supplier or business partner

We help you improve business continuity

Supply Chain solutions

Centralized inventory management solutions from Endress and Hauser 
can support you to optimize your time, increase you reliability system, your 
investment cost, your maintenance, unseen engineering cost, High-end 
IT infrastructure and cloud based system design.

Inventory management – so much more than just a sensor

•      Complete inventory visibility from sensor up to the business system 
        (ERP system)

•      React fast and efficient to supply chain volatilities by transparent 
         inventory information throughout the enterprise
•       Lower inventory management costs by integrated data facilitating fast 
          and effective data transfer with your partners and systems
•       Monitor inventory levels in tanks & silos anytime, anywhere through 
         a  standard web interface
•       Coordinate the material & information flow along the supply chain with 
          your suppliers & customers
•        View status information of your tanks & react to it (alarm/events 
          management)
•        Improve your forecasting through complete visibility and plan easily 
          your replenishments
•        Assess the inventory management performance through analysis of 
          your data to improve material flow and anti-the� protection

Supply Chain solutions     Supply chain optimization   

In any business environment, there could be many suppliers. But only 
very few would qualify as a partner. What differentiates a supplier from 
a partner is “Trust”. The trust can only be earned with demonstrated 
efforts, competence, expertise, experience and commitment.

 Supply Chain solutions

http://bit.ly/2tZxAMt


 Supply Chain solutions     Supply chain optimization   

Endress+Hauser's process workflow methodology is proven effective.

We help you improve business continuity

Process consultancy leads to supply chain optimization

We take the complete process workflow in account for all projects, identifying 
every issue for which a targeted solution could be applied. Our goal is to 
document and propose real improvements to the process.

Very o�en, measuring devices are defined without considering your issues 
and your processes. Have you ever received thewrong instrument for an 
application, resulting in device failure and a plant shutdown? Today you
can predict and prevent these events. Are you sure data is available to 
operators and others who would need it? Is data available to operators and 
other personnel who need it? More than likely you are aware that there 
are solutions to these challenges,but you may need support

During workshops, our business process specialists analyze your current 
situation and propose possible remediation. The only initial investment 
for your company is to bring people together from different units to explain 
their workflow. Based on the "As-Is" situation and a possible "To-Be" scenario, 
together to build different cost-efficient options.

For us, understanding your issues is a must prior to supplying instrumentation 
solutions and associated services. Discuss transfer, storage and distribution 
solutions with us, right from the start.

 Supply chain optimization

http://bit.ly/2KPzUPH


Reach your goals with our terminal management capabilities

We help you improve business continuity

Obtain continuous workflows and streamline processes! With our supply chain solutions, you can look forward 
to optimized and more reliable planning and execution throughout your entire business enterprise. A quick 
and efficient response to variations in the supply chain is just one result of an optimized supply and value 
chain. Check out the following pages.

Closer to”Zero loss” than ever

Obtain continuous workflows and streamline processes! Accurate
data ensures a safe and reliable operation of your tank farm or 
terminal. We offer the best-fit measuring technology for your loading 
and offloading processes. Gain more benefits by using the same data. 
Our so�ware solutions compile information on how to optimize your 
processes. Check out the following pages.

Gabriel Barajas
Process Consultant for Terminal Management , Endress+Hauser Mexico



Calibration capabilities    Asset management capabilities    Supply chain capabilities    Terminal management capabilities

http://bit.ly/2uaeanb




Choice of supplier or business partner

We help you improve business continuity

Terminal management

Terminal management 

In any business environment, there could be many suppliers. But only 
very few would qualify as a partner. What differentiates a supplier from 
a partner is “Trust”. The trust can only be earned with demonstrated efforts, 
competence, expertise, experience and commitment.

High sustainable system in your plants from Standardize Terminal 
Management Solution 

For effective automation of a terminal, a centrally located interactive 
visualization system is required. Endress+Hauser Terminalvision is a 
perfect solution Terminalvision facilitates simple, quick and secure 
collection and transfer of data throughout the facility.

The operator can view all actions in the terminal including who is loading, 
using which truck and what loading bay.

Each truck can be monitored for its loading status including the status of 
the individual compartment of the truck.

Terminal reconciliation and mass balance can be easily performed with a 
click of a button.

With the Hierarchical access privileges, data flow is controlled and each 
user gets to access information based on role in the organization.

Terminalvision helps to increase operational efficiency by supporting automatic 
issuance of filling advisory note and bill of lading, assurance of data handling, 
transaction archiving and yard control

As per Thai regulation, inventories, precisely assessed by the Tank Gauging 
system, are automatically sent to the Thai Excise system via an online data 
uplink & upload on for this requirement.

Closer to “Zero loss” than ever

http://bit.ly/2u8yxBd


Contact us now!

111 Moo 4, Bangkruai-Jongthanom Rd., Mahasawat, 
Bangkruai, Nonthaburi 11130 , Thailand

Endress+Hauser (Thailand) Ltd.

Tel.     :     +66 2447 6900 to 9
Fax     :     +66 2447 6920 to 1

infobkk@th.endress.com 
www.th.endress.com

http://bit.ly/2lWBjG8


Endress+Hauser (Thailand) Ltd. 

infobkk@th.endress.com 
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111 Moo 4, Bangkruai-Jongthanom Rd., 
Mahasawat, Bangkruai, Nonthaburi 11130 ,Thailand


